I make automatic monthly PayPal donations to WeAreChange,
because Luke Rudkowski and his people are courageously
confronting these diabolical ruling elite. Luke Rudkowski has
confronted Pres. Clinton and other such global ruling elite. You can
help to alert the people by contacting
Luke@WeAreChange.org with a mere $5 a month, support via PayPal
that WeAreChange needs to enlist more members and to carry on their
fight for YOUR children's imperiled freedom! You need to awaken others
to the coming plan to have President Trump agree to attack Iran and thus
trigger nuclear war with Russia, while these diabolical global ruling elite
go underground for nuclear safety, to later emerge and establish their
One-World dictatorship.
Alex Jones is the major patriot supporter of this trojan horse, Trump,
who is infiltrating and infecting the hearts of the American people.
Intelligent, yet shallow-thinking respondents often tell me that Hillary
and Cruz will also obey Netanyahu's order to attack Iran. And I always
reply, "Yes, but with Pres. Cruz or Pres. Hitlery, the American patriot
community will rebel against this war to nuke the planet, whereas
President Trump's dumbed-down patriots will acquiesce to Netanyahu's
next Bigger-Than-911 false flag Attack-On-America.
Here's what The Power Hour radio show said about Trump:
"Oh, I like what Trump is Saying!"
Here's what Trump-supporter Alex Jones says about Trump:
"Trump is the Real Deal."
Here's what even the perceptive and wise TEXE MARRS says about Trump:
"The Establishment is in a panic. If Donald Trump is elected President of
the United States, all of their traitorous plans will be smashed. How
dare this flamboyant showman threaten to destroy or damage their
Plan. What has Trump pledged to place a stranglehold on? Is clamping
down on illegal immigration on Trump's agenda? Will Trump fix the
trade deficit? Will the war on the middle class be ended and will American
jobs be restored? Will the incompetency within the Veterans Affairs
agency be rectified? The answers to these questions and much more
valuable information is available in the April edition of Power of Prophecy
Newsletter.
HOWEVER, Luke Rudkowski reveals the truth which trumps all that murky
misinformation from those three respected patriot broadcasters.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY6zxGQ0epU
Trump Will Obey Netanyahu's Order to Attack Iran => Nuclear War
https://vimeo.com/158359258

